KUALA LUMPUR

OCBC CYCLE

2019

THE CITY RIDE

24 November 2019 | Dataran Merdeka | 6.30 am

BICYCLE CATEGORIES

Road  Mountain  Fat  Folding

DISTANCE

42 KM | 21 KM

EVENT GUIDE

www.ocbccyclekl.com
OCBC Bank (Malaysia) Berhad (OCBC Bank) has been the force behind mass participation cycling events on closed roads in the city centre since 2011. Apart from the OCBC Cycle series, which attracts more than 2,000 participants each year, the Bank is also title sponsor of the highly popular twice-monthly OCBC KL Car Free Morning, which takes place from 7am-9am on the first and third Sundays of every month along a 7-kilometre closed stretch of road in the city centre.

Through these events, OCBC Bank hopes to provide a platform for cyclists from all walks of life to ride safely in the city centre and challenge themselves to improve both their health and their cycling skills whilst bonding with family and friends.

Part of the Singapore-based Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation (OCBC) that was formed in 1932, OCBC Bank offers a diverse range of products and services covering consumer, corporate, commercial, treasury, transaction, investment and Islamic banking among others.

OCBC is today the second largest financial services group in Southeast Asia by assets and one of the world’s most highly-rated banks, with an Aa1 rating from Moody’s.

For more information, please visit www.ocbc.com.my
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

TITLE SPONSOR

OCBC Bank

HOST VENUE

MULTIGREEN EVENTS

ORGANISER

OFFICIAL ROOF RACK

OFFICIAL HOTEL

OFFICIAL SPORTS SHOP

THULE

COSMO HOTEL

ROYAL SPORTING HOUSE

OFFICIAL DRINKS

COMMUNICATIONS

100 PLUS

Magnolia

Quill City Mall

WARISAN AD OUTDOOR

OFFICIAL SPONSORS

BANANA BOAT

AFTERSHOKZ

CHEK HUP

Yakult

N8

Maqтив

MEDALAB
EVENT SCHEDULE

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
22-23 NOV

10:00am - 7:00pm • Collection
Venue: Quill City Mall, Jalan Sultan Ismail, KL

SUNDAY
24 NOV

5:30am  Arrival of participants
5:45am  All participants at assembly area
6:20am  VIP arrives
6:25am  Briefing
6:30am  Kuala Lumpur OCBC Cycle 2019 Flag Off
9:30am  Kuala Lumpur OCBC Cycle 2019 ends
         (cut off time 2 hours)
         Prize Presentation
         Lucky Draws (Top three prizes)
10.15am  Event ends

PRESENTATION OF LUCKY DRAW PRIZES WILL BE ONLY FOR THE TOP THREE WINNERS
OTHERS SHOULD REFER TO THE NOTICE BOARD AT THE MAIN STAGE.
• PLEASE FAMILIARISE YOURSELF WITH THE ENTRY POINT TO THE START LINE AND THE EXIT WHEN YOU FINISH THE RIDE
• PLEASE DO NOT PLACE YOUR BICYCLE ON ON DATARAN MERDEKA FIELD
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

PARKING INFORMATION

PARTICIPANTS MUST ARRIVE AT THE EVENT AT LEAST AN HOUR BEFORE IT STARTS. PARKING IS AVAILABLE AT:

1. DATARAN MERDEKA: UNDERGROUND (BEFORE 5:00AM)
2. TAMAN BOTANI
3. PADANG MERBOK
4. DEWAN BANDARAYA BUILDING 1 (BEFORE 5:00AM)
5. MASJID NEGARA
6. KTM
7. MUZIUM NEGARA
8. TUGU NEGARA
9. JALAN MASJID INDIA

PARTICIPANTS SHOULD FAMILIARISE THEMSELVES WITH THE ENTRANCE TO THE STARTING POINT.

YOUR TIMING CHIP WILL BE ACTIVE FROM 6.30AM - 8.30AM ONLY.

• THERE WILL BE 3 (THREE) CUT-OFF TIME POINTS.

• THE FIRST OVERALL CUT-OFF POINT IS 8:30AM AT THE FINISH LINE. IF YOU REACH THE FINISH LINE AFTER 8:30AM WITH THE SECOND LAP STILL TO GO YOU WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE.

• THE SECOND CUT-OFF POINT IS 8:30AM AT THE JUNCTION OF JALAN RAJA LAUT AND JALAN DANG WANGI. IF YOU HAVE NOT PASSED THIS POINT BY THIS TIME YOU WILL BE DIVERTED TO THE FINISH LINE (REFER MAP).

• THE THIRD CUT-OFF POINT IS AT 8:30AM AT THE JUNCTION OF JALAN SULTAN ISMAIL AND JALAN SULTAN SALAHUDDIN. IF YOU HAVE NOT PASSED THIS POINT BY THIS TIME YOU WILL BE DIVERTED TO THE FINISH LINE (REFER MAP).

• THOSE WITHOUT A VALID PARTICIPATION NUMBER WILL NEITHER BE ALLOWED TO TAKE PART IN THE RIDE NOR BE AT THE STARTING LINE.

• PLEASE INSTALL THE BICYCLE PLATE NUMBER PROPERLY TO ENSURE IT DOES NOT FALL OFF DURING THE RIDE.

• IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, PLEASE INFORM THE MARSHALS ON DUTY ALONG THE ROUTE OR CALL THE NUMBER STATED ON YOUR BICYCLE PLATE.

• DO NOT PARK YOUR CAR ALONG THE ROUTE.

• PRIZES ARE AWARDED FOR THE 42KM RIDE ONLY.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

ROUTING ARROW AND TECHNICAL SIGNAGES

PLACEMENT OF PARTICIPANT NUMBER

- Bicycle Number
- Body Number (On the back)
- Timing Chip Placement

FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY

- Know Your Lane
- Stay Alert
- Cycle In A Straight Line
- Use Your Safety Light
- Don’t Block
- Don’t Push
- NO HELMET NO RIDE
IMPORTANT CONTACT INFORMATION

EVENT COORDINATOR
JAFRI YAAKOB +6 018 660 2471
MOHD SHAHRIZAL +6 012 778 7830

EVENT ADMINISTRATION / REGISTRATION
NADRAH ZAHARUDDIN +6 013 305 2000

FIRST AID / AMBULANCE
ARIFF SOON +6 012 281 9952

Thank You & Enjoy The City Ride